
Entry/Return Standards for Risk Levels 
AND Significant changes to Precautions and Activities 
 
Purpose: Optimizing education for students and student co-curricular opportunities, while 
being reasonably cautious with the Covid health of students and staff. 
 
This is a working document and may be changed throughout the year as the situation 
develops and we continue learning about Covid-19 and our community. 
 
 
Green- no cases in the community OR if cases in the community none of them linked to the 
school population* either by household, workplace, or other close contact** 
 GREEN GOALS: Stay in the Green, full offering of school and activities with precautions, 
but no distractions 
 
Entry to Yellow- If any member of the school population is named as a close contact 
 YELLOW GOALS: No Spread or Close Contacts at School, Return to Green ASAP, Full 
offering of school and activities, but with extra precautions for all who remain at school 

1. Staff to watch for Covid symptoms of all and report to office throughout the day 
2. Strict social distancing, frequent wipe downs, and handwashing taught and modeled 
3. Face coverings strongly recommended when unable to 6’ social distance  
4. Sports, Night Gyms, PE, and Music continued with precautions 
5. Students can travel for activities with negative test or recovered 
6. Tanalian can host activities, if spectators are masked, and visiting schools know our 

Yellow status 
Return to Green-  7 days after the last close contact in the school population is released from 
quarantine 
 
Entry to Orange- One positive case in the school population OR two (2) or more households 
of close contacts in the school population with overlapping quarantines 
 ORANGE GOALS: No Spread or Close Contacts at School, Return to Yellow or Green 
ASAP, Focus on Academics, Limit Activities 

1. Close school for at least one day, actual number TBD after advice from councils 
2. Daily systematic screening each morning at school 
3. Stricter 6’ distancing 
4. Strict face coverings required, except when at desk  6’ from others or exercising, hourly 

wipe downs, and hand-washing, mask breaks outside the school with 6’ distancing 
5. Highly impacted cohorts may be asked to school at home 
6. Sports, Night Gyms, PE, and Music suspended or suspended by grade level TBD 
7. Students can travel for activities with negative test or recovered 
8. Tanalian can host with no spectators and visiting schools know our Orange status 

Return to Yellow- Once all school population active cases or close contacts have been Returned 
to School with RTS form. 
 



 
 
Entry to Red- More than one positive case in the school population with overlapping 
quarantines 
 RED GOALS: No Spread or Close Contacts at School, Learn at Home, Return to Orange, 
Yellow, or Green ASAP 

1. Close school for at least one day, actual number TBD after advice from councils 
2. School generally closed to students and staff. Option for teachers to work in isolation in 

their own classroom upon their request and at their own risk. 
3. Education delivered by online or packet learning. 
4. On a case by case approved basis, some students may be invited to school by 

appointment for extra help 
5. If on campus, strict 6’ distancing, face covering, hourly wipe downs, and hand-washing 
6. Sports, Night Gyms, PE, and Music suspended 
7. Boxed Lunches/breakfasts picked up by families who sign up 
8. Reviewed by covid councils on a case by case basis, considering more and earlier 

opportunities for learning for some cohorts if reasonably low risk 
Return to Yellow- after the last positive case is released from quarantine 
 
Where relevant in each Risk Level, 

1. Positive case cannot be at school until RTS form 
2. The close contact cohort (TBD after advice by the councils) cannot be at school 

until RTS  
3. Contacts of contacts can remain at school 

 
Definitions 
*school population = a student, teacher, or staff member who has been recently present at 
school and interacting normally with the rest of the school population.  
 
** close contact = a person who was within six feet of a “positive” person for more than 15 
minutes in a 24-hour period since the positive case onset of symptoms or the day of positive 
test for asymptomatic positive 
 
Even with these definitions, each case should still be considered by the Covid council case by 
case. (There is a difference in risk between these positive cases: a night-time custodian who 
works alone v. a teacher who teaches all 3rd through 12th grade throughout the day in close 
classroom quarters.) 


